
PAMELA
Table Lamp



DESCRIPTION

Pamela is a lamp available both in table and floor version. The distinctive feature of this lamp is the 
thin metal stem, sculpted to resemble a bamboo cane and connected to a circular base developed on 
more levels. On the table version, the switch/dimmer - featuring the GA logo and a touch technology 
- is located on the base; on the floor version, it can be found on the stem. Available with truncated 
cone shade in fabric (white, red or forest green) or in a special micro-perforated elm wood. The intri-
cated design of the latter is inspired by wicker patterns, and creates a special seethrough effect with 
geometrical reflections of the light. The wood of this shade is coupled with a inner layer of PVC and 
features decorative metal rings on the borders, as well as two diffuser discs (above and below the light 
source); the fabric shade, instead, features a upper disc only.
Like all Armani/Casa lamps, Pamela requires a power supply box (to be bought separately) to work.

MADE IN ITALY

DIMENSIONS

Ø 42 x 67 h cm - Inch Ø 16.5 x 26.4 h

FINISHES

PAMELA

Satin Light Brass
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TECHNICAL INFORMATION

Base and Stem
Black painted steel base with anodized alluminium sheet and stem on top.

Lamp shade
Steel frame and fabric, paired with plastic material or laser-cut multilayer sheet, varnished.

Finishing and painting cycle
Wood treated with solvent or water dye, polyurethane base; solvent shading, matt polyurethane.
Metal treated with transparent nitre solvent.

Lighting system
LED.

Power supply box
Input: 100-240V ~ 0.7A, 50-60HZ
For indoor use only.

Maintenance and disposal
Product designed for indoor use. Make sure that the surface does not stay in contact with water or 
other liquids, even for short periods. The product is made with finishes subject to deterioration if 
treated with unsuitable substances. Always use neutral and creamy cleaning solutions without alcohol 
or acids. Never use steel wool or abrasive sponges but a soft wet cloth. Dry thoroughly after each 
cleaning. The replacement of damaged parts must be done only with original pieces: in this case, 
please contact an official Armani/Casa dealer for assistance. At the end of its useful life, the product 
must be returned to an authorized collection center for disposal.
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